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A metaheuristic-supported evaluation of the suitability
of an urban integrated special transport service

Marcus Posada · Carl H. Häll

Abstract A special transport service is a demand responsive service aimed at
users with mobility difficulties, often due to old age or disabilities. Integration
with the public transport system has been proposed as a way to reduce the
high operational costs associated with such services. In this paper we study
two questions: is an integrated demand responsive service suitable in an urban
area, and, how does the suitability of an integrated demand responsive service
depend on the level of dynamism, i.e on how far in advance requests are made.
To answer the questions, we utilize a metaheuristic for the dynamic planning
problem of an integrated service which responds to unexpected requests in real-
time in an efficient manner and uses an adaptive large neighborhood search
algorithm for rolling re-planning. The algorithm is applied to a real-world
special transport service data set from an urban area in Sweden.
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1 Introduction

A dial-a-ride service is a door-to-door demand responsive transport service.
Such services can be aimed either at the general public, or at certain segments
of the population. If the service is aimed primarily at users with mobility
difficulties, often due to old age or disabilities, it is called a special transport
service or paratransit. Typically, special transport services are costly to operate
and highly subsidized. One proposed method for lowering these operational
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costs is the introduction of an integrated service. A dial-a-ride service can be
transformed into an integrated dial-a-ride service if certain legs of passengers’
journeys can be performed with fixed route public transport.

Both dial-a-ride services and integrated dial-a-ride services can be operated
in either a static or dynamic manner. In a static service, users are obliged to
make their transportation requests known to the operator at the latest the
day before their requested service. Thus, all information, barring unforeseen
disturbances, is known in advance, which simplifies the operational planning.
In a dynamic service, requests can be made on the day of service. Thus, vehicle
routes cannot be completely precomputed in a dynamic service, and need to
be updated as new requests for service are made. How close to desired service
times requests are made affects the level of dynamism of the specific planning
instance.

Real-time decision problems, such as the planning of dynamic dial-a-ride
(or integrated dial-a-ride) services, are problems where the objective is to
provide appropriate responses to irregular input in a timely manner. Support
systems for these kinds of problems can be used to either assist or replace
human decision making in real-time, and can be fully autonomous systems,
or semi-autonomous systems that rely on human operators. In the context
of vehicle routing in general, and special transport services in particular, the
human operators are typically dispatchers. The problem of creating vehicle
routes for a fleet of vehicles used in a dial-a-ride service is known as the dial-
a-ride problem (DARP), and for an integrated dial-a-ride service it is known
as the integrated dial-a-ride problem (IDARP).

In a rural area, a dial-a-ride service is likely to exhibit less dynamism, with
requests that are more likely to be received further in advance and cover longer
distances, than in an urban area. These factors are likely to be conducive to the
relative suitability of an integrated service. The rural case has previously been
studied in Posada and Häll (2018). In an urban area, many trips are likely to
be received shortly before they are to be performed, and cover less distance. In
this paper we study two questions: is an integrated demand responsive service
suitable in an urban area, and, how does the suitability of an integrated demand
responsive service depend on the level of dynamism, i.e on how far in advance
requests are made.

To answer these questions we need to solve both the IDARP and DARP
for dynamic instances. For this purpose, we propose a metaheuristic for the
dynamic IDARP and DARP which responds to requests in real-time in an
efficient manner and creates updated routes. We use an adaptive large neigh-
borhood search (ALNS) algorithm for rolling re-planning. The algorithm is
applied to a test case based on real-world special transport service data from
a Swedish urban are. The instances in the test case are solved both as DARP
and IDARP, to provide an answer to the first question. Several instances with
varying degrees of dynamism are defined, to provide an answer to the second
question. A metaheuristic is used instead of an exact solution method since
instances of the IDARP of real-world size are intractable, see Posada et al.
(2017).



The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature
review of previous work on DARP, IDARP and how to define the level of
dynamism for dynamic instances. The metaheuristic for the dynamic IDARP
is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the real-world input data and test
case. The computational results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 gives
conclusions and suggestions for future research.

2 Literature review

The DARP is a variant of the vehicle routing problem including constraints re-
garding time-windows, precedence, and pairing. The dynamic vehicle routing
problem was first discussed in Wilson and Colvin (1977). They presented an in-
sertion heuristic for a dynamic single vehicle DARP in the context of computer
control of a dial-a-ride service in Rochester, NY (US). The first re-planning
algorithm, as opposed to an insertion heuristic, was presented in Psaraftis
(1980), also for the one vehicle case. Since then, the publication volume was
low for two decades until technological advances such as global positioning ser-
vices and wireless communication made dynamic services more viable. Since
the turn of the millennium, publishing activity has increased dramatically. For
a comprehensive and recent review of the literature on the dynamic vehicle
routing problem, see Psaraftis et al. (2016).

The combining of demand responsive systems with fixed route public trans-
port, and the planning problems associated with such services, was first intro-
duced in Wilson et al. (1976), a paper focusing on maximizing passenger utility
rather than minimizing operational costs. A mathematical optimization model
for the IDARP is presented in Häll et al. (2009), based on the formulation of
the DARP in Cordeau (2006). In Häll et al. (2009) as well as in Posada et al.
(2017), small instances of up to ten requests are solved to optimality. In Posada
et al. (2017), the formulation of the IDARP in extended to include timetabled
public transport, and two different model formulations are compared with each
other. The IDARP is an NP-hard problem, and exact solution methods are
intractable for cases of real-world size. Thus, (meta)heuristic algorithms have
been applied to the IDARP and similar problems. Some noteworthy examples
of such algorithms are presented in Hickman and Blume (2001) and Ghilas
et al. (2016).

Just as the offered services are either static or dynamic, so are the routing
problems to be solved. Thus, both the DARP and IDARP can be static or
dynamic, depending on the type of service they describe. The static case has
been widely studied, while the dynamic case has been shown increased inter-
est as the technical requisites for a dynamic service have become increasingly
available. In this context, one should also note that since some requests in a dy-
namic service can be made far in advance and others just before the requested
service time, not all dynamic problems, or all instances of a problem, have
the same level of dynamism. The distribution of how far in advance requests
are made can be used to describe the level of dynamism of a problem. Several



measures of the level of dynamism have been suggested in the literature, as
described in Larsen et al. (2008) and Pillac et al. (2013).

Lund et al. (1996) define the degree of dynamism (DOD) as the ratio be-
tween the number of dynamic requests (ndyn) and the total number of requests
(ntot),

DOD =
ndyn

ntot
. (1)

One lack of this measure is that the DOD does not consider when the dy-
namic requests are made. Therefore, the effective degree of dynamism (EDOD)
is suggested in Larsen et al. (2002) as

EDOD =
1

ntot

ndyn∑
i=1

ti
T
. (2)

In this way, the time ti that a dynamic request i is made has a larger contribu-
tion to the measure of dynamism the later it is made in the planning horizon
T .

However, when considering time-windows, as, for example, in the DARP
and IDARP, it is not only interesting how late in the planning horizon,T ,
dynamic requests are made, but also how far in advance a request is made in
relation to the latest possible service time of the request (the end of the time-
window of the request). Larsen et al. (2002) therefore also extended the EDOD
to the effective degree of dynamism considering time-windows (EDODtw)

EDODtw =
1

ntot

ndyn∑
i=1

(1 − li − ti
T

) (3)

where li is the end of the time-window for the dynamic request i. The difference
between li and ti defines the reaction time of request i.

Requests made during the planning horizon are considered to be dynamic,
while requests that are known in advance are considered to be static. At first
glance, these definitions seem straightforward. However, there are issues re-
garding how the planning horizon is defined. In this paper, the planning hori-
zon is, for the sake of simplicity, chosen as the day (24 hours) during which
the service occurs. Thus, there are typically several hours at the start of the
planning horizon during which the planning algorithm can create routes for
the static requests, without new requests being received or service being pro-
vided. Other possible definitions of planning horizons could for example be
the time during which service is provided (most likely a shorter time period
than 24 hours), or other fixed time periods, such as one week at a time. These
choices affect the values the measures attain, as well as their interpretation.

3 A metaheuristic for the dynamic IDARP

In order to find solutions to dynamic instances of the IDARP and DARP,
we propose a metaheuristic that responds to dynamically arriving requests in



real-time in an efficient manner and that uses a static ALNS metaheuristic
for replanning. The algorithm is comprised of two primary parts: a dynamic
insertion (Section 3.1), and replanning (Section 3.2). Dynamic insertions are
performed when requests for service are placed, while the replanning algorithm
continuously attempts to improve the future routes of the vehicles.

3.1 Dynamic insertions

As requests arrive dynamically to the system (i.e. the dispatcher), the planning
algorithm has to be able to quickly, preferably in a couple of seconds or less,
provide a first feasible proposal for new vehicle routes which contain the pick-
up and drop-off locations of the request. This function of the algorithm is
performed by an insertion heuristic, which finds the best possible vehicle for
the request and the best possible positions in that vehicle’s route. The objective
function is the total distance driven by the demand responsive vehicles, so the
‘best possible insertions’ are the insertions adding the smallest value to the
fleet’s total distance. Note that all requests are accepted, in contrast to some
algorithms for dynamic routing problems, such as Attanasio et al. (2004), who
have as a primary objective to accept as many requests as possible, but may
deny some requests.

The insertion heuristic solves the routing sub-problem of the DARP, and
by necessity also solves the scheduling sub-problem, to check feasibility. The
routing sub-problem constitutes selecting the order in which and the vehicle
by which each request will be served, outputting vehicle routes. The scheduling
sub-problem constitutes selecting at which point in time each request should
be served.

There are a number of possible scheduling strategies which can be used
when solving the scheduling sub-problem. A drive first strategy is that the
vehicles depart from each location as soon as possible, and potential slack time
is spent waiting before service at a customer, rather than after it. Mitrović-
Minić and Laporte (2004) show that a drive first strategy results in a longer
travel distance but fewer vehicles than a wait first strategy in which vehicles
idle at their current locations as long as feasibility allows. Yuen et al. (2009)
propose a modified dynamic wait strategy which allocates waiting time along
the stops by holding the vehicles with the aim of minimizing the expected cost
of future requests. In a real-world situation, idling at a location after service
is likely to be considered more negative by the passengers than idling before
service starts. Thus, a drive first strategy is adopted in this paper.

As each request is placed, the algorithm attempts to insert the request
as an integrated request, with a leg of its trip made by the public transport
system. The insertion of an integrated trip produces two, shorter, trips to be
performed by the demand responsive vehicles. If integration is not feasible, or
does not decrease the distance driven, compared to the best non-integrated
insertion, the request is inserted as a ‘regular’ request. Further attempts at
integration are performed by the replanning function of the algorithm.



3.2 Replanning

To improve the solutions provided by the insertion heuristic, a replanning al-
gorithm is used. Concerning the replanning in the dynamic case, there is no
distinct methodological difference vis-á-vis the static case. Despite this, there
are a few crucial implementation differences. The replanning is done by a static
ALNS metaheuristic. The ALNS framework is based on the large neighborhood
search (LNS) algorithm, as introduced in Shaw (1998). ALNS metaheuristics
have previously been applied successfully to the DARP and similar vehicle
routing problems (see e.g. Gschwind and Drexl (2016), Ropke and Pisinger
(2006)). The underlying principle of the LNS is that in each iteration, the
current solution is first destroyed and then repaired. In the area of vehicle
routing, this corresponds to first removing certain requests from their route
and then reinserting them into new routes according to some rule. In contrast
to the LNS, in an ALNS there are typically several types of destroy/repair
operators to choose between. The probabilities of using each of these various
destroy/repair operators are adaptively updated according to their past per-
formance. For further details regarding the ALNS implementation used, we
refer to Posada and Häll (2018).

The overall algorithm structure for both the dynamic insertion and re-
planning is shown in Algorithm 1. The solution is initialized with the static
requests, if there are any (Step 1). Before each iteration of the replanning
algorithm, a check is made if any new requests for transport have been re-
ceived, in which case those requests are inserted into the current best known
solution (Step 2). This new solution is then saved as the new best known so-
lution and current solution. Also, a check is made whether service has been
initiated at any locations, in which case their spatio-temporal positions in the
vehicle routes are locked in place (Step 3). This prevents the replanning algo-
rithm from attempting to ‘change the past’. In the fourth step, one iteration of
the ALNS algorithm is performed, after which the solutions are updated. The
algorithm ends when the end of the predefined planning period, T , is reached.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm structure
Insertion heuristic to find an initial solution, solcurrent . Step 1
while t < T do

if a new request has been made then . Step 2
Insert new requests, update solbest
solcurrent ← solbest

end if
if service has been performed then . Step 3

Update solbest
solcurrent ← solbest

end if
Perform one iteration of the replanning algorithm . Step 4
Update solcurrent and solbest

end while



If a vehicle has visited all locations on its route, it idles at the last location
for as long as the maximum route duration allows, awaiting further requests.
Other routing strategies, not implemented, are to pro-actively route vehicles
to areas where historic demand is high, or to the depot. In a practical imple-
mentation, these rules will have to be adapted according to how the vehicle
fleet is operated, labor regulations, etc.

4 Test case

The computational experiments are based on historical real-world data from
the special transport service in the Swedish city of Norrköping. Certain as-
sumptions are made; these are presented in Section 4.1. The instances which
make up the test case are described in Section 4.2.

4.1 Assumptions and problem classification

There are a few key assumptions made which affect the classification of the
test case. The first of these is that neither the desired service times of all re-
quests nor the total number of requests are known in advance. That is not to
say that all requests are unknown at the start of operations. A portion of the
requests are usually known in advance. How large this portion is affects the
degree of dynamism in the problem instance. We also assume that all informa-
tion is deterministic, i.e. that there are no stochastic changes to the requests,
travel times, availability of vehicles, etc. Based on these two assumptions, the
problem studied in this paper can be classified as a dynamic and deterministic
problem (see Pillac et al. (2013)).

We assume that there exists a homogeneous vehicle fleet of a given size.
Also, the requests have homogeneous capacity needs. The size of the vehicle
fleet is chosen a-priori to be large enough to provide moderately full routes. We
also assume that there is a single vehicle depot. These assumptions classify our
problem as a multiple vehicle, single depot problem with a homogeneous fleet
and homogeneous requests. The objective is to minimize total distance traveled
by the demand responsive vehicles, given that the number of available vehicles
is not exceeded. The time-windows governing when service may occur at each
location are set (based on real-world rules) according to the desired earliest
service time of the passenger and are fifteen minutes wide. Also, constraints
are placed on maximum travel time for each request. The maximum travel
time is set to the larger of 30 minutes and 1.5 times the direct travel time. A
maximum route duration for each vehicle is set to eight hours. Also, a constant
service duration of five minutes is assumed.

In contrast to some applications (e.g. see Bent and Van Hentenryck (2004)),
in the context of Swedish special transport service it does not make sense to
provide the ability to reject customers; thus all requests are served. If there
is a conflict between the capacity in the available vehicle fleet and the hard



time-window constraints which the planning algorithm is unable to resolve,
additional vehicles will be added as a last measure.

In the specific context of the IDARP some additional assumptions have to
be made regarding the design of the service and the available public transport
network. We have assumed a simplified version of the public transport net-
work, further described in Section 4.2. Only interchanges between the demand
responsive vehicles and fixed route public transport are allowed, as transfers
between public transport vehicles would be unassisted. It is assumed that the
passengers in the demand responsive service are not sufficiently numerous so
as to impact the level-of-service of the regular public transport. Also, it is
assumed that all passengers are capable of traveling by public transport.

4.2 Test instances

The real-world data provide a set of service requests, all to be performed during
one day of service. Each service request comes with information about call-in
time, requested pick-up time, pick-up location and drop-off location. Travel
times between all locations are based on road network distances. The public
transport network considered in the case is a subset of the existing bus and
tram network, including the timetables thereof. In Figure 1, both the pick-up
locations of the requests and the subset of the public transport network are
shown. The lines and stops forming the subset of the public transport network
are chosen such that they provide a good coverage of the city.

The data set, consisting of 429 requests to be performed during one day,
is described in Figure 2. Figure 2a describes the distribution of the requested
service times, Figure 2b describes the distribution of the call-in times, and
Figure 2c describes the distribution of the reaction times. Figures b) and c)
comprise the 188 requests out of the total number that are received during
the day of service. Such requests are henceforth called dynamic requests, while
requests that are known (called in) before midnight (i.e. before the day of
service) are called static requests. As can be seen from Figure 2c the reaction
times for these 188 dynamic requests are quite short, giving for the total set
of requests EDODTW = 0.66.

To be able to evaluate the effect the level of dynamism has on the per-
formance of an integrated dial-a-ride service, several instances with different
levels of dynamism were created. These instances are all based on the set of
historical service requests, including requested service times, pick-up locations
and drop-off locations, but not the historical call-in times. Instead, call-in
times are set differently in each of the instances to produce different values of
EDODTW . The call-in times are set in such a way that, for each instance, all
requests are given the same reaction time, i.e. all service requests are consid-
ered to be received a specific time prior to their requested service time. Thus,
both the proportions of static and dynamic requests as well as when, during
the planning horizon, the dynamic requests are received, changes.



Fig. 1 Pick-up locations of the requests (a) and the subset of the public transport network
chosen (b).
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Fig. 2 Descriptions of the input data used in the computational experiments.



The relationship between reaction time and EDODTW in the real-world
data set is shown in Figure 3a, and how the reaction time affects the proportion
of static requests is shown in Figure 3b. These relationships are dependent on
the chosen planning horizon, since this choice affects how far in advance a
specific request must be called in to be considered a static request. It can
be noted that these figures are not the inverse of each other, since the value
of the EDODTW measure is not only dependent on the proportion of static
requests, but also on the reaction times of the dynamic requests. In this paper
the planning horizon is set to 24 hours.
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Fig. 3 The relationship between reaction time and EDODTW (figure a) and reaction time
and the proportion of static requests (figure b).

Table 1 shows the reaction times of each of the instances, and the cor-
responding EDODTW . The reaction times included were chosen such that
higher values of EDODTW are better covered, since the differences between
the objective function values for different reaction times diminishes as the
reaction times increase.

5 Results

The planning algorithm is applied to two versions of each of the instances
described in Section 4.2, one where the requests are allowed to be integrated,
and one where they are not. When no requests are allowed to be integrated,
the IDARP becomes a DARP. We use the total distance driven by the de-
mand responsive vehicles as a performance measure and objective function.
The objective function values are shown in Figure 4. In all instances, the plan-
ning algorithm runs for the 24 hour planning horizon. The IDARP instances
are shown in blue and the DARP instances in red, for all nine reaction times



Table 1 Reaction times and corresponding values of EDODTW for each of the instances
in the test case.

Instance Reaction time EDODTW

1 15 min 0.990
2 30 min 0.979
3 1 h 0.958
4 2 h 0.917
5 4 h 0.833
6 8 h 0.653
7 12 h 0.330
8 16 h 0.071
9 24 h 0

chosen. There is a sharp decline in the objective function value as a function
of the reaction time until the reaction time reaches four hours, after which
the added benefit of more reaction time is low and the curve levels out. The
distance driven by the demand responsive vehicles when all requests are con-
sidered static is 30 % lower than the distance driven in the solution for the
instance with the shortest reaction time (15 minutes).
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Fig. 4 Total distances driven by the demand responsive vehicles in IDARP (blue) and
DARP (red) instances.

Table 2 shows the number of integrated requests, the total number of ve-
hicle routes (in the IDARP solution), and the distance driven (both IDARP
and DARP) in kilometers in the solution for each instances. The number of
integrated requests for high degrees of dynamism is low, while the number of
integrated requests increases for less dynamic instances, up to 28 %. Also, the
number of vehicle routes differs between the different instances, between 28
and 40. For high degrees of dynamism, the planning algorithm behaves in a
‘reactionary’ manner, with little ride sharing. For low degrees of dynamism,
the increased number of requests due to the integration creates a need for
more vehicle routes. It should be noted that the objective function used is the
total distance driven, not the number of vehicle routes. An objective function



Table 2 The number of integrated requests, the total number of vehicle routes (in the
IDARP solution), and the distance driven (both IDARP and DARP) in km.

Instance Int. reqs. No. of veh. routes Dist. IDARP Dist. DARP

1 1 36 1890 1960
2 1 34 1535 1667
3 2 28 1464 1533
4 22 29 1374 1393
5 25 30 1355 1374
6 78 30 1340 1363
7 104 38 1336 1353
8 108 37 1334 1345
9 119 40 1330 1340

combining distance and number of vehicles would likely result in fewer vehicle
routes at the expense of a longer total distance.

6 Conclusions and discussion

In this paper we study two questions: is an integrated demand responsive ser-
vice suitable in an urban area, and, how does the suitability of an integrated
demand responsive service depend on the level of dynamism, i.e on how far
in advance requests are made. To answer these questions we need to solve
the IDARP and DARP for dynamic instances. For this purpose, we propose
a metaheuristic for the dynamic IDARP which responds to requests in real-
time in an efficient manner and uses an adaptive large neighborhood search
(ALNS) algorithm for rolling re-planning, which we apply to real-world data
from an urban area of Sweden. Our method can be used for vehicle routing
and scheduling within an operational planning framework.

In the test case, the difference between the total distance driven in the
IDARP and DARP solutions is small, for all reaction times. In this urban con-
text, most trips are short, and the potential for ride sharing is high, especially
for wide time windows compared to the direct travel times. For instances with
short reaction times (less than 2 hours), fewer requests are chosen for inte-
gration compared to instances with longer reaction times. In these instances,
the planning is by necessity ‘reactionary’, lowering the potential for integrated
trips.

Based on our results, introducing an integrated service in an urban area
with similar urban spatio-temporal demand densities is likely to be inadvisable
, due to level-of-service losses in contrast to small gains in terms of driven
distance. Here, it is assumed that all passengers are capable of traveling by
public transport. In a real-world special transport service, it is reasonable to
assume that this would not be the case. Thus, the results in this paper can be
considered to reflect an upper limit on the attainable benefits of an integrated
service, with respect to distance driven.



We can also see that for the service studied here, reaction times longer
than two to four hours do not provide added value in terms of minimizing the
distance driven. Thus, in services that require requests to be made during the
day prior to the day of service, a relaxation of those rules could potentially
raise the level-of-service without incurring costs in terms of distance. Today,
many special transport services require that requests be made at least the day
before service occurs. However, each case should be evaluated individually
since the service design, as well as the layout and timetable of the public
transport system, affects the efficiency of an integrated service.

This study has focused on the operational cost aspect of integrated special
transport service. However, the trade-off between operational cost and level-of-
service in integrated demand responsive services merits further study. Future
research could focus on the application of evaluation tools for a more exhaus-
tive analysis of which service design choices and demand characteristics make
an integrated special transport service a viable option, operationally and with
respect to level-of-service. Such results are needed to describe the potential
benefits the implementation of an integrated special transport service could
have. Another interesting direction of future research is to study the impact
of various time-window widths on the results of the DARP and IDARP.
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